
Hobart 28st September 2014 

 

RACE  1 : This a three tear old & older non winners. MARAVILLOSO (11) has been racing very well of 

late and deserves to breakthrough. He will be hoping to get a cart into the race and if his close 

enough he can round them up. THESAURUS (6) has had a bit of a freshen up since his last run so will 

be primed for this so if he was able to get across early can take running down. BILLY KHAN (9) hit the 

line well last start so if he repeated that run he will take plenty of holding out. CEMENTO RAPIDO (8) 

had no luck last start when never got a crack at them. He has drawn the same here so will be relying 

on luck again but if he gets it he can be dangerous. BAROOZA (1) and HIGHVIEW CHRISTINA (10) are 

both making their debut’s  so will pay to watch the markets as they have trialled ok. TRIED AND 

TRUE (12) has been well supported at both run’s so will pay to give him another chance as this is not 

a strong race. BALDOCK (4) , SUPA SUNSHINE (5) and KIRBYELLE (13) all have a hope to sneak a minor 

first four spot. 

TOP PICK : THESAURUS (6) will be good each way odds and is a good gamble in an open race. 

DANGERS :  MARAVILLOSO (11) just needs a bit of luck to be the danger along with BILLY KHAN (9). 

ROUGHIE : CEMENTO RAPIDO (8) just needs to get a crack at them to have a chance at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 9 11 – 1 8 10 12 – 2 3 4 5 13  

 

 

RACE  2 : This is a C1 only. ROCKBANK DANCER (1) was a very good winner last start and this look’s 

easier. He has drawn ideally as he has the speed to hold up so his sure to take plenty of running 

down. BOLTNMACH (7) continues to race well from poor draws. He draws the top of the track so will 

look to push forward at some stage and if finds the breeze is the danger. EBABE (5) is always around 

the mark so is a must for the exotics. ANGKRISTY (6) won well last start when found the lead and got 

a good run. She may not find the lead here so place look’s best. SIR YOIE (8) has drawn to run a place 

at odds as will sit behind the leader. IVE GOT OOMPH (9) , ROCKET SEAL (10) and BRIDESTAR (11) can 

all sneak a place at odds with the right run. 

TOP PICK : ROCKBANK DANCER (1) is one of the better bets of the night. 

DANGERS : BOLTNMACH (7) strong type who is the danger along with EBABE (5). 

ROUGHIE :  ROCKET SEAL (10) can run a race at odds here. 

RATINGS : 1 – 5 7 – 6 8 9 10 11 – 2 3 4 

 

 



RACE  3 : This is a very good C2 in where we see the inform BRAVO CHARLIE (12) shooting for four 

straight wins. He draws out the back but is racing well enough to make his own luck so is clearly the 

one to beat. ISLAND DISCO (2) is an emergency so if she gains a run will be a huge danger as was a 

very good winner last week. TANGO TERRIFIC (1) was a good winner last start running very good 

time. This is a huge step up in class but draws the pole so will get every chance. BETA BOLT (9) hit 

the line very strongly last start. He draws to get a good run through from the back row so if gets any 

luck from the last 600m can win at good odds. MISTER PINJARRA (5) is first up for the Zeke Slater 

stable so will pay to keep very safe and watch the market.BONA FIDE HUSTLER (3) has drawn much 

better here so expect him to improve so has an each way chance. ME MATE LES (13) is always a 

chance with the right run so is a must for the exotics. GAVRAIL (6) , MUSSLEROE BAY (8) and WILLBE 

DOC (11) can all sneak a minor first four spot at odds. 

TOP PICK : BRAVO CHARLIE (12) is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : BETA BOLT (9) will be a huge danger with the right run along with the well drawn TANGO 

TERRIFIC (1). If ISLAND DISCO (2) gains a run she is a huge danger. 

ROUGHIE : MUSSLEROE BAY (8) gets an easy run on the pegs and can fill a place at odds. 

 RATINGS : 12 – 1 2 9 – 3 5 6 8 11 13 – 4 7 10 

 

RACE  4 : This is a very good quality C5/C7. THE MAJORITY (2) is racing very well and has come up 

with a good alley. He will be hoping to fine the top and if he does he will take plenty of running 

down. KINKY BOOTS (6) should be ready to produce best after two solid placings since resuming 

from a lengthy break so will be a danger. FALCO PEREGRINUS (7) is the query as if his anywhere near 

the form he was in before a spell he will be the one to beat as he ran a narrow second in the Easter 

Cup. If there is any money for him it may pay to follow. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (4) was a good winner of 

the claimer last week when the leader’s went hard up front and he just had the perfect run. He will 

find this harder but can sneak a place. AMADMANCOMESUNDONE (5) is another that will find this 

easier so has a sneaky chance at odds. 

TOP PICK : THE MAJORITY (2) from the draw is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : FALCO PEREGRINUS (7) will be a huge danger if his right along with KINKY BOOTS (6). 

ROUGHIE : ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (4) if driven with a sit can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 2 – 6 7 – 4 5 – 1 3 8 

 

RACE  5 : This is race for the claiming novice driver’s. PLAY APPLE TREE (8) is very handy type who 

will find this much easier than her last run. She draws inside the back row so will need a little luck 

but if she gets it is the one to beat. BELLICIOUSLIPS (4) will find this easier than latest run when had 

to do too much work early in where she knocked up late. She draws well so will be handy 

throughout so is a danger. STRANGE CONDUCT (5) won well last start and was good to see his trainer 

Dave Pennicott  back in the winners stall. He draws a touch wide so will be hoping to slot in 



somewhere and with the right run has a hope. ORIGINAL ART (1) draws ideally to run a much 

improved race. He will be hoping to hold up from the pole so will get his chance. BERTILS DELIGHT 

(3) is a very good sit sprinter who will get a good run in transit so will take plenty of holding out at 

the business end. BILLABONG BERTIE (2) can sneak a minor first four place from the draw. 

TOP PICK : PLAY APPLE TREE (8) just needs a little luck to be the one to beat. 

DANGERS : BELLICIOUSLIPS (4) will be a danger along with BERTILS DELIGHT (3). 

 ROUGHIE : ORIGINAL ART (1) will improve here and can win. 

RATINGS :  8 – 1 3 4 – 2 5 – 6 7 9 

 

RACE  6 : This is the free for all for the night. Zeke Slater holds the key with three runners. SPOT NINE 

(3) was huge winning two runs back in near track record time but got beat in a claimer last week he 

is a tough type so will either work to the lead and poor the pressure on either way if he produces his 

run two runs back he will take no end of beating. Stable mate GIULIANI (2) is racing out of his class 

but may be up to the task. He draws well and has the ability but if he finds the top he may cop 

pressure from the stable mate which will make it interesting. GREYSTEEL (6) has the speed to cross 

these if they like so will be interesting to see the tactics as if he does cross he can win. OUR CHAIN 

OF COMMAND (7) had every chance last start when running second. He is in the twilight of his 

career but is a danger with the right run. UDOIT (4) battled away well last start so has to be a chance 

here with the right run. GAMBLERS RUSTLER (5) resumed with a very good when returning from a 

lengthy break. He is sure to be better for the run and will take plenty of holding out. MAYBE DOC (1) 

draws to get the gun run behind the leader so can be dangerous from there. 

TOP PICK : GAMBLERS RUSTLER (5) will be double figure odds and look’s a good gamble. 

DANGERS : SPOT NINE (3) is the danger along with stable mate GIULIANI (2). 

ROUGHIE : MAYBE DOC (1) has a hope at odds from draw. 

RATINGS : 5 – 2 3 4 7 – 1 6 

 

 

RACE  7  This is a very tough C3/C4 with plenty of chances. THE FAMILY GUY (11) is in career best 

form but this is by far and away his toughest test to date. He will be looking to get around them early 

so if was able to find the breeze will be hard to beat.  KARALTA DAZZLER (4) has struck a purple 

patch as well and draws ok so will be handy throughout and take plenty of holding out. MAYBE 

RAMA (2) gets his chance here to get back into the winner’s stall. He draws ideally so if can zoom to 

the lead will give plenty of cheek. DAMITSAM (10) is another that is racing well so if he can get a cart 

into the race he can run over the top of them. GO LIKA SAAB LOMBO (3) has had no luck at all this 

time in. He has drawn well so should get every chance to run a much improved race. MY GREEK 

MATE (12) will be huge odds and don’t be surprised to see him hitting the line strongly at odd as he 



had no luck last start. MIGHTY JASPER (1) , SCRUFFY JAKE (6) and ANOTHER JASPER (8) all have 

claims for the multiples. 

TOP PICK : MAYBE RAMA (2) look’s a good each way gamble here. 

 DANGERS : THE FAMILY GUY (11) is the obvious danger along with KARALTA DAZZLER (4). 

ROUGHIE : GO LIKA SAAB LOMBO (3) and MY GREEK MATE (12) can surprise at huge odds. 

RATINGS :  2 – 4 10 11 – 1 3 4 6 8 12 – 5 7 9 

 

RACE 8 : This is a three year old & older CO race. METRO DIGBY (8) gets his chance here to get back 

into the winners stall. He was in a striking position when ran into trouble which was not his fault. 

Gareth jumps on tonight and being the lone back row runner he will prove too classy. MAJOR 

CALLUM (4) resumed with a solid effort. He draws ok so will push forward early so will be on the 

speed throughout which gives him a chance to run the quinella. VANDER JENKINS (6) ran third in 

that race following the pegs. He draws a touch wide tonight but is sure to be thereabouts at the 

business end. STITCHINTIME (2) , FLYLIKA HAWK (3) and EMS CHOICE (5) are all capable of filling a 

place at odds. 

TOP PICK : METRO DIGBY (8) if goes around safely should be winning. 

DANGERS : MAJOR CALLUM (4) has a good hope of running the quinella along with VANDER JENKINS 

(6). 

ROUGHIE : STITCHINTIME (2) can sneak a place at odds from draw. 

RATINGS : 8 – 4 6 – 2 3 5 – 1 7 

 

 


